Fragmentation reactions of methionine-containing protonated octapeptides and fragment ions therefrom: an energy-resolved study.
The fragmentation reactions of the MH(+) ions as well as the b7, a7, and a7* ions derived therefrom have been studied in detail for the octapeptides MAAAAAAA, AAMAAAAA, AAAAMAAA, and AAAAAAMA. Ionization was by electrospray using a QqToF mass spectrometer, which allowed a study of the evolution of the fragmentation channels as a function of the collision energy. Not surprisingly, the product ion mass spectra for the b7 ions are independent of the original precursor sequence, indicating macrocyclization and reopening to the same mixture of protonated oxazolones prior to fragmentation. The results show that this sequence scrambling results in a distinct preference to place the Met residue in the C-terminal position of the protonated oxazolones. The a7 and a7* ions also produce product ion mass spectra independent of the original peptide sequence. The results for the a7 ions indicate that fragmentation occurs primarily from an amide structure analogous to that observed for a4 ions (Bythell et al. in J Am Chem Soc 132:14766-14779, 2010). Clearly, the rearrangement reaction they have proposed applies equally well to an ions as large as a7. The major fragmentation modes of the MH(+) ions at low collision energies produce b7, b6, and b5 ions. As the collision energy is increased further fragmentation of these primary products produces, in part, non-direct sequence ions, which become prominent at lower m/z values, particularly for the peptides with the Met residue near the N-terminus.